


Tiptop Audio
QuantiZer Alternative Firmware

Tiptop QuantiZer has an alternative firmware that generates Arpeggio patterns and step 
sequences without using a separate voltage source.  

There are two functions in this firmware:

Arpeggiator - user selectable notes for arpeggios including direction and number of octaves.

Example Patch:

Plug Gate into Clock In

Plug 1v/oct out to VCO.

Tune VCO to C

Make sure the Record Mode is set to Arpeggio.  The Major LED will be On and the Record LED 
o�.

Press S1 and the C key to program the first pattern

Press keys on keyboard (C E G).  The LEDs will light Green to indicate the note is part of the 
Arpeggio. If LEDs do not turn Green when the key is pressed change the Record Mode. 
LEDs turn Red when the note is played.

Use the Slider to set how many octaves are in the Pattern.  All the way down is 1 octave, fully up 
is 4 octaves.

Change the direction of the Arpeggio pattern with the Keyboard button.

Start the External Gate sequencer to hear the pattern.

Step Record - User input of up to 16 note step sequences using the keyboard interface.  

Example Patch:

Plug Gate into Clock In

Plug Reset into Reset In

Plug 1v/oct out to VCO.

Tune VCO to C



Enter Step Record Entry - Press Record until the Major LED is OFF, Minor LED is ON and the 
Record LED flashes continuously.

Press S2 and C to edit the first Step Record slot.

Set the Slider for the octave of the note (0-4 octaves)

Press the Note on the keyboard for the first note in the Step Record.  The 1V/Oct output will 
change to that voltage.  Hint: Open a VCA to hear the notes you play.

Change the Octave slider and press another key on the keyboard for the next note.  Up to 16 
notes can be entered.

After entering the Step Record sequence, press Record again.  Major LED is OFF, Minor LED is ON 
and the Record LED will be solid.

Start the external Gate sequencer to hear the sequence play back.

The playback direction can be changed using the KEYBOARD button.
 

Inputs:

Note CV - this is used for transpose.  The transpose is a simple o�set up to 11 semitones.  The 
input is positive voltage from 0-10V and tracks 1V per octave.  Voltages 1V and higher are 
wrapped around:  0V, 1V, 2V all produce no transpose.  0.5V, 1.5V, etc all produce 6 semitones o� 
o�set.

Scale CV - change the Arpeggio pattern or Preset of recorded steps.  Arpeggio and Step Record 
each have a bank of 12 slots saved to memory.  This input can address either one using 
1V/Octave.  Voltages 1V and higher are wrapped around:  0V, 1V, 2V all load the first slot.
0.5V, 1.5V etc all load the sixth slot.

Clock In - Advance to the next note in the Arpeggio or Step Recording.  Clock In can be any Gate 
pulse.

Reset - return to the first note in the Arpeggio pattern or Step Recording.

Output

1V/Oct - the voltage for the note in the Arpeggio or Step Recording



Controls

Major - Not used

Minor - Save all Arpeggio and Step Record patterns to EEPROM memory.  All states will be 
recalled on power up.

S1 - Stored Arpeggio patterns.  Press S1 and then one of the 12 keyboard keys to load a pattern.  
C= pattern 1, B = pattern 12.

S2 - Stored Step Recordings.

Reset - return to the start of the pattern or Recording

Force 0v - same as main firmware

Record - toggles the three states of Recording:

 - Record O�.  Arpeggio Mode.  Major LED ON, Minor LED O�, Record LED O�.
 - Record On.  Record Step Entry.  Major LED O�, Minor LED ON, Record LED flashes at   
  constant rate.
 - Record Play.  Playback of recorded steps.  Major LED OFF, Minor LED ON, RecordLED   
  flashes based on Gate Input.

Clear - Clears all notes from current Step Recording.  No e�ect on Arpeggio.

Playback Direction:

The KEYBOARD button selects the direction of playback for both Arpeggio and Step Record

This table describes the Direction, LED indication and behavior of each:

 Up   Keys   Low to High Note    First to Last Note

 Down  Scale Edit  Highest to Lowest    Last to First Note

 Up/Down Keys + Scale  Low to High to Low   First to Last to First

 Random  Transpose  Selects Note at random  Plays Step at Random

 Walk  Input Range  Random Higher/Lower 1 step Random forward/back 1 step



The SLIDER has a single mode that functions di�erently in Arpeggio and Step Record modes.

In Arpeggio mode the slider sets the number of octaves the pattern plays from 1 to 4.

In Step Record the slider sets the octave of the recorded step. Note: always set the octave slider 
before pressing the key.

https://tiptopaudio.com/quantizer/


